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definition pictures pronunciation and usage break definition and meaning collins english dictionary break meaning cambridge

learner s dictionary conjugation break conjugate verb break reverso conjugator break wordreference com dictionary of english

break definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com break the news definition meaning merriam webster the verb to break in

english grammar monster brake and break explaining the difference merriam webster 20 different ways to use the word break

in english 284 synonyms antonyms for break thesaurus com break definition in the cambridge english dictionary break to

idioms by the free dictionary break the ice definition meaning and origin breaking the barrier breaking the barrier



break definition meaning merriam webster May 25 2024 the meaning of break is to separate into parts with suddenness or

violence how to use break in a sentence break and brake remembering which is which

break definition meaning dictionary com Apr 24 2024 break definition to smash split or divide into parts violently reduce to

pieces or fragments see examples of break used in a sentence

break verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Mar 23 2024 break intransitive transitive to be damaged and separated

into two or more parts as a result of force to damage something in this way all the windows broke with the force of the blast

break english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 22 2024 break definition 1 to cause something to separate suddenly or

violently into two or more pieces or to cause learn more

break the news english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 21 2024 to tell someone about something bad that has just

happened and may have an effect on them i was devastated when the doctor broke the news to me i remember where i was

when the news of kennedy s assassination broke became known breaking the news to my kids was the hardest thing i ve

ever done

break verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Dec 20 2023 transitive break something to make something end by

using force or strong action an attempt to break the year long siege management has not succeeded in breaking the strike

break definition and meaning collins english dictionary Nov 19 2023 a break is a short period of time when you have a rest or

a change from what you are doing especially if you are working or if you are in a boring or unpleasant situation they may be

able to help with childcare so that you can have a break



break meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Oct 18 2023 to make a noise speak etc and end a period of silence the silence

was broken by a sudden knock at the door break a habit routine etc to stop doing something that you usually do break a

record b2 to do something faster better etc than anyone else he broke the world record for the 200m

conjugation break conjugate verb break reverso conjugator Sep 17 2023 conjugate the english verb break indicative past

tense participle present perfect gerund conjugation models and irregular verbs translate break in context with examples of use

and definition

break wordreference com dictionary of english Aug 16 2023 break means to divide by means of a blow a collision a pull or

the like to break a chair a leg a strap to crush is to subject to usually heavy or violent pressure so as to press out of shape or

reduce to shapelessness or to small particles to crush a beetle

break definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jul 15 2023 the verb break means to fracture or crack or destroy

something while the noun refers to an interruption or a little time off to break the ice is to warm up a conversation that s a

little awkward or cold because the people involved don t know one another

break the news definition meaning merriam webster Jun 14 2023 the meaning of break the news is to tell someone bad news

how to use break the news in a sentence

the verb to break in english grammar monster May 13 2023 in english the verb to break is irregular here is the full conjugation

of break in the past tense present tense and future tense

brake and break explaining the difference merriam webster Apr 12 2023 the homophones brake and break sound identical



and occupy the same parts of speech but have very different definitions brake can function as a noun a device used to

prevent the motion of something and can also be used as a verb to apply a brake on a vehicle

20 different ways to use the word break in english Mar 11 2023 broken glass break something stops working we also use

break when something stops working stops being functional even if it s not physically in pieces if your printer keeps showing

an error message and it won t print you could say the printer is broken break do something contrary to an agreement rule

284 synonyms antonyms for break thesaurus com Feb 10 2023 find 284 different ways to say break along with antonyms

related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

break definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jan 09 2023 break verb emotion i or t to lose your confidence

determination or ability to control yourself or to make someone do this break someone s will they tried to break his will make

him lose his determination to fight or continue but he resisted he thought she would break under the strain

break to idioms by the free dictionary Dec 08 2022 break something to someone to reveal information often that which is bad

or upsetting who is going to break the news of the accident to millie your mother is going to be furious if she learns of our

engagement from someone else you have to break it to her first no one wants to be the bad guy who breaks the news of

layoffs to the staff

break the ice definition meaning and origin Nov 07 2022 in short as an idiom break the ice means to start a conversation or

activity in a way that makes people feel more comfortable and relaxed the literal meaning of the phrase is to break a layer of

ice such as a frozen lake or river



breaking the barrier breaking the barrier Oct 06 2022 founded in 1997 by educators breaking the barrier is a global leader in

print and digital language learning featuring instruction in spanish french and english breaking the barrier provides students

with a rock solid understanding of language fundamentals as well as cultural insights from around the world
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